e l e e k i s a s u s ta i n a b l e d e s i g n
and manufacturing business specializing
in beautiful, durable building parts crafted
by hand using time tested processes and
materials. In addition to lighting, sinks,
hardware and tile, Eleek offers custom
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design and manufacturing as well as
lighting restoration and retrofitting services.
Eleek was founded in 2000 by third-

sustainable + handmade

generation patternmaker Eric Kaster and his
marketing-savvy partner Sattie Clark, based
on their ideals of environmental and social
sustainability. Eleek uses the framework of
the Natural Step Network to define its goals
and gauge its progress.
Eleek is very proud to be named among
Sustainable Industries Top Ten Green
Building Products four years in a row,
and the City of Portland has recognized
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Eleek for its sustainable
practices. Eleek is
one of 25 companies
selected by Business
Week in 2010 as
“America’s Most
Promising Social
Entrepreneurs.”

2326 n flint avenue
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portland, or 97227
v 503.232.5526
f 503.232.5527
info@eleekinc.com
www.eleekinc.com
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CAST METAL TILES
Eleek’s cast metal tiles are made from

custom extruded
aluminum tile

recycled aluminum (100% recycled, with

Eleek also offers extruded aluminum tiles

at least 70% post-consumer content) or

in specifiable sizes and in quantity. These

bronze (at least 90% recycled and at least

are similar to our cast tiles but with sharper

half of that post-consumer material).

edges and no corrugated backing. Call
to inquire.

Smooth to the touch, solid and strong yet
light and organic in look and feel, Eleek’s
aluminum tile is softly speckled like river
rock. Bold and luminous, Eleek’s bronze
tile is a timeless statement. Whatever you

Pyramid Tile available in 4-3/8”

choose, you will thrill to the authenticity of
these tiles every day.
We ship them finished with a simple paste

4" x 8"

wax which protects them from moisture
without impeding their simple, natural
beauty. If there will be moisture where
you install them, we recommend that you
rewax them occasionally.

STANDARD TILES
Eleek cast metal tiles come in five
standard sizes as shown. The tiles can be
used indoors or outdoors—any place free
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from standing water or constant moisture.
Decorative Pyramid 4 3/8” tiles are also
available (see opposite top).
The tiles are 5/16” thick, including a
corrugated backing that is a part of the
casting (lending structural integrity and
better adhesion).

12 3/4 "

x

17 3/8 "

